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Which blog posts are getting seen the most?

“We publish content. It’s in a directory.”

“We don’t publish content”
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1. Is everything on these pages up to date?

2. Could you enhance any of these with video?

3. Do these have good internal links and CTAs?

3 Tips for top content (All Pages report)
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What phrases does this page rank for?

“We rank and have Search Console connected.”

“We don’t get traffic from search.”





Search Console not connected?
Search Google for 
“How to set up Google Analytics”

You’ll find an Orbit Media article…
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1. Reconsider the primary keyphrase (title tag and H1)

2. Make sure that the article incorporates all of these phrases

3. Add detail, length, answers, statistics, contributor quotes and 

examples to articles that rank, but don’t rank #1 yet

3 Tips for almost-high-ranking-content 

2:30 orbitmedia.com/blog/abc
source: Blog Optimization

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/blog-optimization/
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They’re Searching For It On Your Site

“I have a search tool on my website!”

“My site doesn’t have a search box…”
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What page did they search from?
That could be a clue…
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Maybe we’re calling it the wrong thing…
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1. Search for each phrase yourself. Find it?

2. Your page isn’t ranking? Optimize it!

3. You don’t have a page? Create it!

4. Adjust your navigation. Help visitors find things faster

4 Tips from the Search Terms report

Source: Site Search SEO, Orbit Media 5:00 orbitmedia.com/blog/abc

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/how-to-set-up-site-search-google-analytics/
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Is the site working well in every browser?

“We’ve got some pretty fancy programming...”

“The site is really just a set of pages.”
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Some problems are very expensive
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1. Do some browsers have higher bounce rates than others?

2. Do some browser (or browser versions) have lower 
conversion rates than others?

Questions to ask your Browser / OS reports
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How well is our navigation working?

“We have lots of things in our nav menu.”

“Our navigation has just a few items.”
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1. Any small links getting clicked a lot?
2. Any big buttons getting missed?
3. Are calls to action effective?
4. What gets clicked the most in the main nav?
5. What never gets clicked in the main nav?

5 Questions to ask your Navigation Summary

11:00 orbitmedia.com/blog/abc
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“Everything you remove from a page makes 
everything that’s left more prominent”
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Which social networks do my visitors like?

“We have social icons and use GTM!”

“We’re not active on social media.”





Source: Where’d They Go? Tracking Exit Clicks Using GTM

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/whered-they-go-track-every-exit-click-using-google-tag-manager-in-10-steps/
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1. Remove icons that don’t get clicked

2. Get active on the networks that get clicked the most

Tips from your social icon click through rates

16:30 orbitmedia.com/blog/abc
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Which of my pages is unsatisfying?

“We have an FAQ page in the main nav.”

“Our site doesn’t have an FAQ page.”
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Anatomy of a conversion



Quick contact information

Descriptive header

Answers to key questions

Supportive evidence

Answers to key questions

Call to action



Out of context answers

FAQ Page
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1. Are the FAQ questions missing from these pages?

2. Are there other questions these visitors are likely asking?

Questions to ask your FAQ’s Previous Page Path

13:00 orbitmedia.com/blog/abc
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How are they using this FAQ page?

“Our FAQ page has clickable questions.”

“Our FAQ page is just a tall page of text.”
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The limits of Analytics…
Hello, Hotjar!
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1. Reorder the questions, putting top Qs at the top

2. Remove the FAQs that aren’t really frequently asked

3. Answer top questions on relevant pages

Tips from your FAQ page heatmap

15:15 orbitmedia.com/blog/abc
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The limits of Hotjar…
Hello, eye tracking!
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How are those videos performing?

“I embed YouTube videos and use GTM!”

“I’m planning to do more with video…”



Type of Video                                          Goals and Metrics



Type of Video                                          Goals and Metrics
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Let’s make a segment 
of video viewers









Now let’s make segments for video watchers…



Now let’s make segments for and non-watchers
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1. Where do videos perform best? On-site or YouTube? 

2. Could other high-bounce/low time-on-page pages use videos?

3. Could we improve the play-rate? (better thumbs)

5 Questions to ask your video play event reports

19:45 orbitmedia.com/blog/abc



Great video thumbnails have two things…



Great video thumbnails have two things…
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Segments. So useful…
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Which articles inspire visitors to subscribe?

“We have content and email sign up CTAs.”

“We don’t have a blog or newsletter.”



Conversions > Goals > Reverse Goal Path



Behavior > Site Content > All Pages
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Yay!
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1. Are we promoting our top-converting content?

2. Can we publish more on high-performance topics?

3. Are the high-traffic pages guiding visitors to high-
converting pages?

3 Questions to ask your new calculated metric

26:45 orbitmedia.com/blog/abcSource: Find Your Top Performing Content

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/top-converting-content/
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The other reason to use data…

to have better meetings!
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Crossing the Line
From beginner… to advanced… to expert
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Final Tip!





THANK YOU!
And don’t forget the video…
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